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WINE & FOOD SPAIN:  
Barcelona & Andalusia,  
page 39

PLUS Kids Stay Free in  
all Untours
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You’ll never pay more than if you booked directly! We have access to all  
discounts and returning customer incentives. 

We know you and what you like, and we know the industry. We’ve built  
relationships with carefully selected vendors to help you in planning.

We know these destinations, often from personal experience. We can help  
you select the best option and combine it with flights, Untours, and more.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES

UNTOURISTS RAVE 

To us, Untours is just the very best way to travel. Not only are all the apartments 
totally vetted, cleaned, and stocked before arrival, the help with transportation 
and local guidance is wonderful. Also, we feel it’s an extra bonus that a portion 
of the cost goes to Untours Foundation projects around the world. That makes 
it all a win/win. We love Untours.  — Mary Monfort

Ventures 
RIVER CRUISES 

Explore Europe in comfort and see multiple countries without unpacking.

SMALL-SHIP SEA CRUISES 

Sail into the innermost harbors of Greece and coastal Europe.

BARGE AND CANAL CRUISES 
Drift through the tranquil backwaters of France and the UK.

2

Let Untours 
plan your next 

CRUISE.
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How to choose the right spot  
in Tuscany or see Greece without a guided  
tour? We have done the research, made  
the local connections and selected the right 
apartments. Our Untours are handcrafted 
to put you in the best spots in Europe, with 
access to local communities, memorable 
sightseeing, and wonderful local hosts.

Dodge has hired and trained support staff in Porto (above).

Anne has coordinated with local chefs and found the best wineries to visit in Provence.

Cathrin has sorted out travel times and advice for exploring Scotland by rail or car. 

Andi has contracted the most comfortable farmhouses in Tuscany and Umbria.

Dee has recruited a smart Swiss staff to help guests decode the rail system.

A well-crafted experience

?

Expert planning advice  
from our smart staff. 

An Untours guidebook  

for your destination. 

Local staff support  
throughout your stay. 

Transfer assistance on  
arrival and departure. 

transfer

A private apartment, cottage, 
or farmhouse, personally  
selected by Untours staff.

Orientation to your Untour 
location & a group event.   

Ground transportation  
(rental car, rail pass, or city 
transit pass).

YOUR UNTOUR =

1.888.868.6871 • WWW.UNTOURS.COM

Cities
Barcelona .................................... 8

Budapest ...................................34

Florence .................................... 15

London ......................................22

Paris ............................................ 21

Porto .......................................... 10

Prague ........................................35

Rome.......................................... 14

Venice ........................................ 16

Vienna ........................................33

UNTOURS DESTINATIONS 

France: Alsace .............................20

France: Provence ....................... 18

Germany: Castle & Rhine .........28

Greece: Nafplio ...........................36

Holland: Leiden........................... 31

Ireland: County Kerry ................23

Italy: Tuscany ............................... 12

Italy: Umbria ................................ 13

Italy: Amalfi Coast ...................... 16

Portugal: Sintra & Porto ............ 10

Scotland: Highlands & Central ...24 

Spain: Andalusia ............................ 7

Spain: Cordoba ............................. 6

Switzerland: Heartland ..............26

Switzerland: Oberland ............... 27

Country & Seaside

Kids Stay Free in ALL Untours 
(restrictions apply)

UnClassroom

Christmas

Wine & Food Untour
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VISIT US AT UNTOURSFOUNDATION.ORG  

F O U N D AT I O N

Our plucky foundation is the proud owner of Untours and together, we are two 
sides of the same world-enhancing coin. The foundation invests in businesses 
with transformative economic models that drive positive social and environmental 
change, like wearwell.

Foundation staff, Olga and Elizabeth, modeling wearwell clothing and accessories

wearwell’s clothing subscription service supports all of this. That’s why the  
foundation invests in this special, change-making company. Its founders share  
a passion for outfits that fit you and the world you live in.

When you take an Untour or make a donation to the foundation, you advance  
the world, one fabulous business at a time. Thank you for your support!

Inspiring stories behind  
each piece you wear 

Consciously made  
clothing

Education for girls

Raw materials sourced 
ethically

Alternatives to fast fashion 

Living wages for garment  
workers and artisans 
 

Protection of our  
precious planet

Clothes that express  
our values

F O U N D AT I O N
CHANGE MAKING  u  RISK TAKING  u  EARTH SHAKING
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How long does it take to build a masterpiece? On a recent 
trip to Barcelona, I learned that the Sagrada Familia Basilica is scheduled for  
completion in 2026, 144 years after construction began and 100 years after the 
death of its visionary architect, Antonio Gaudi. 

His joyous celebration of faith rooted in 
the natural world inspires awe. 

The interior space is a tribute to the beauty 
and function of natural forms. Artisans from 
around the world have spent their careers 
creating this work of great beauty, while  
embracing its need to function as a place  
of worship.

There is artistry and vision in how we design, build, and maintain our Untours  
too. Our work is shaped by our clients’ needs and desires, but also by our subtle 
understanding of the cultures and places themselves.

Just as a basilica takes time and expertise to emerge, so too are Untours’ travel 
experiences created from time, experience, and attention to detail. 

Thank you for trusting us to craft your dreams.

Brian Taussig-Lux
President

FROM OUR PRESIDENT: 

On artisanship

OUR STORY
Untours was founded in 1975 on the idea that apartment stays in real local villages  
and communities offer a deeper sense of personal and cultural connection. Untours  
is owned by the nonprofit Untours Foundation, which promotes job creation, Fair  
Trade, values-aligned investing, and a green economy.
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Explore the quaint towns, lovely seaside, and colorful  
cities of southern Spain without a car.
Homebase: Cordoba 
Explore: Madrid, Toledo, Malaga, Seville, Cadiz, Granada, Nerja, Antequera, & more.

Cordoba, SPAIN

From $1599 pp for one week, $2129 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 

Add a week in Barcelona or Andalusia. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/CORDOBA     

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

New!



Madrid

Granada
Málaga

Carcabuey

Ronda

Priego de Córdobai

Andalusia

SPAIN
Barcelona

Córdoba

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

KIDS STAY FREE IN SPAIN!

77

Andalusia, SPAIN

Discover the back roads, olive groves, and ancient 
towns of southern Spain’s countryside. 
Homebase: Priego de Córdoba and Carcabuey 
Explore: Malaga, Seville, Granada, Alhambra, Cordoba, Ronda & more.

We really liked having a central but rural base, and then we could decide where 
to go from there. We traveled lots of small rural roads so that we could see the 
countryside. — L. Stevenson

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $899 pp for one week, $1399 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Barcelona or Cordoba. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/ANDALUSIA 

1

NEW - ANDALUSIA WINE & 
FOOD UNTOUR: September 23   
Discover the region’s olive oil, 
cheeses, and robust wines. Available 
other dates for your group of 4+.
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Stay in the heart of Catalonia, with access to some  
of Europe’s best art, architecture, and cuisine. 
Homebase: Barcelona 
Explore: Sagrada Familia, the Gothic Quarter, Las Ramblas, the Picasso Museum & more.

Barcelona, SPAIN

The Untour experience was excellent and exceeded expectations. We will do this 
again, and we have been telling our friends how much we have enjoyed this way 
of travelling. — B. MacGillivray

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1399 pp for one week, $2139 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 

Add a week in Andalusia or Cordoba. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/BARCELONA     

metro

WINE & FOOD UNTOUR,  
September 9. Tastings, tours, and  
cooking class. Available other dates 
for your group of 4+.

BOOK UnCLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
IN BARCELONA. See page 38.

2
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The best way to get out into the hills and vineyards of 
the scenic Douro Valley is on a river cruise. 
Explore this beautiful and unique waterway, delve into the history of its villages, 
enjoy the local wines, sip Port, and understand why this region has captured the 
imaginations of a new wave of travelers. 

Enticing Douro
7 Nights. Prices from $3199 pp

Highlights: Porto, Régua, Barca d’Alva, Salamanca, Vega de Terron, Pinhão,  
and Entre-os-Rios

Journey down the Douro River, with its 
dramatic gorges, lush vineyards, and tranquil 
fishing villages. Begin in lovely Porto and 
continue on to the ancient and picturesque 
city of Lamego. Cross into Spain to visit  
Salamanca, a UNESCO World Heritage Site,  
as well as the beautiful inland countryside 
and the palace and gardens of Mateus.  

Explore the Alpendurada Monastery before concluding your cruise in Porto.

Portugal’s River of Gold 

9 Nights. Prices from $3499 pp

Highlights: Lisbon, Porto, Régua, Barca d’Alva, Salamanca, Pinhão

Begin with two days exploring Lisbon’s  
monuments, culture, and ancient town center. 
Then travel to Porto, and enjoy the city’s 
atmosphere and charm. Sail the Douro River 
through steeply terraced vineyards, stopping 
at ports largely unchanged for centuries. 
Visit charming town squares, colorful castles, 

baroque mansions, and historic monasteries. Enjoy the flavors, allure, and wines  
of Portugal.

DETAILS AND MANY MORE OPTIONS AVAILABLE AT WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES

SPAIN & PORTUGAL CRUISESVentures
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KIDS STAY FREE IN PORTUGAL!

Braga
Porto

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

Sintra

Coimbra

Évora
Lisbon
Setúbal

Tomar

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

1010

Porto offers enchanting cobbled shopping streets, 
churches, riverfront, and palaces, plus great day trips. 
Homebase: Porto
Nearby: The Ribeira, plus Aveira, Braga, Coimbra, the Douro Valley & more.

Porto, PORTUGAL

Lots to see and a good starting point to venture out to other cities. We took the 
train to Braga. Beautiful countryside! — C. Linhares

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1089 pp for one week, $1769 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  

Add a week in Sintra. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PORTO     
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Sintra, PORTUGAL

Use castle-studded Sintra as your scenic homebase 
and explore Lisbon and all of central Portugal. 
Homebase: Sintra 
Explore: The Pena Palace, plus Sesimbra, Óbidos, Fátima, Nazaré, Lisbon & more.

We spent 2 weeks and were busy every day. It was pretty easy to make day  
trips, and there was enough in Sintra to do something different every day.  
Shopping, transportation, restaurants, and major sights are easily accessible.  
— J. Thompson

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1119 pp for one week, $1719 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 
Add a week in Porto. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/SINTRA

4
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Explore the rolling hills, vineyards, and hill towns of 
the gorgeous Val d’Orcia region. 
Homebase: Montalcino and San Giovanni D’Asso area
Explore: Siena, Florence, San Gimignano, Chianti, Pienza, Montepulciano & more.

Tuscany, ITALY

It was a lovely experience from start to finish. We enjoyed insights from Tracy  
on local festivals and events. Having the ability to explore the countryside and 
return to a comfortable home was a dream come true. — C. Tipple

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $979 pp for one week, $1359 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Umbria, Amalfi Coast, Venice, Florence, or Rome. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/TUSCANY     

WINE & FOOD UNTOUR,  
October 14. Tastings, tours, and  
cooking class. Available other dates 
for your group of 4+.

5
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Tuscany, ITALY

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/UMBRIA     

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

ITALY

Rome

Tuscany 

Mediterranean Sea

Pisa Florence

Elba

Siena
Tuscany Villages

Cinque Terre

Lucca

Umbria

Umbria Villages
Orvieto

Perugia

Spoleto

Assisii

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

KIDS STAY FREE IN ITALY!

Umbria, ITALY

transfer

From $999 pp for one week, $1279 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 
Add a week in  Tuscany, Amalfi Coast, Venice, Florence, or Rome. Kids stay free.

We loved Umbria — the small, beautiful towns not overrun by thousands of  
tourists. We loved being able to go at our own pace and our own timeframe...  
Our stay could not have been better — both the lovely apartment and our  
warm and generous host. — D. Lindemann

Experience the farm traditions, warm hospitality, and 
ancient walled towns of Italy’s green heart. 
Homebase: Spoleto and Trevi area 
Explore: Assisi, Perugia, Gubbio, Todi, Spello, Norcia & more.
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7

Florence, ITALY

Take in the grandeur of the Renaissance, touring  
historic churches, markets, and museums. 
Homebase: Florence 
Explore: The Duomo, Uffizi, Ponte Vecchio, Pitti Palace, Medici Tombs & more.

Our overall experience, as with other Untour trips that we have taken, was  
excellent. It is a great way to explore new locations, have a sampling of local  
life, and share in the experience of adventure that travel brings. — J. Finnerty

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $969 pp for one week, $1429 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 
Add a week in Venice, Rome, Tuscany, Umbria, or the Amalfi Coast. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/FLORENCE

metro

BOOK UnCLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
IN FLORENCE. See page 38.

transfer



WWW.UNTOURS.COM/ROME     1515

ITALY

Rome

Tuscany 

Mediterranean 
Sea

Pisa Florence
Siena

Tuscany Villages

Genoa

Milan
VeniceVerona

Cinque Terre

Lucca

i
Umbria 
Villages

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

Celebrate life with the Romans in outdoor markets 
and explore the heights of artistic beauty. 
Homebase: Rome 
Explore: The Vatican, Colosseum, Forum, Pantheon, Trevi Fountain & much more.

Rome, ITALY

We had a wonderful experience in Rome. Mary’s event at Castel Sant’Angelo  
was particularly memorable. — R. Ebel

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1319 pp for one week, $2049 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  

Add a week in Venice, Florence, Tuscany, Umbria, or the Amalfi Coast. Kids stay free. 

ROME + FLORENCE + VENICE = PERFECTION!

KIDS STAY FREE IN ITALY!

8

transfermetro
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Cruise the canals and walk the atmospheric  
neighborhood alleys of this graceful city on water. 
Homebase: Venice 
Explore: San Marco, Rialto Market, the Accademia, Murano, Burano, the Lido & more.

Venice, ITALY

I loved the culture, architecture, and food. We spent a whole week in Venice  
and didn’t have time to see everything. — S. Davis

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1389 pp for one week, $2079 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Florence, Rome, Tuscany, Umbria, and the Amalfi Coast. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENICE     

transfer



ITALYRome

Mediterranean Sea

Elba

Umbria

Umbria Villages
Orvieto Spoleto

Amalfi Coast

Amalfi
Atrani

Naples
Ischia

Sorrento

Pompeii

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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Amalfi Coast, ITALY

Savor the seaside vistas, colorful cliff villages, and  
vibrant living of Italy’s southwest coast. 
Homebase: Amalfi and Atrani
Explore: Positano, Sorrento, Ravello, Capri, Pompeii, Naples & more.

There is nothing like the Amalfi Coast. Every view is more breathtaking than  
the one before... The views, the culture, the food, and the charming towns  
are worth the hassle of steps and people. — B. Wilson

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1449 pp for one week, $2099 pp for two weeks, double occ.  
Add a week in Venice, Florence, Rome, Tuscany, or Umbria. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/AMALFI-COAST

metro

9

transfer



FOOD & WINE UNTOUR:  
October 7. Tastings, tours, and  
cooking class. Available other  
dates for your group of 4+.

1818

Explore the vineyards, vistas, abbeys, and charming 
towns of southern France. 
Homebase: Pernes-les-Fontaines and Le Thor 
Explore: Avignon, Aix, Arles, Gordes, Marseilles & more.

Provence, FRANCE

A perfect combination of “doing our own thing” and having support and help 
when needed. Both our Untours on-site person and our landlady greatly  
enhanced our experience by being so helpful, friendly, and upbeat! — L. Sexton

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $919 pp for one week, $1379 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  

Add a week in Alsace or Paris. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PROVENCE     

Marseille

Lyon
Limoges

Avignon
i

Nîmes

Provence

Isle-sur-Sorgue

i

FRANCE ITALY

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

Nice

transfer

Pernes-les-Fontaines
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Fleurey-sur-Ouche to Escommes: On the  
Burgundy Canal

6 nights aboard the Savoir Vivre canal barge.  
Package price from $3750 pp

Highlights: Dijon, Fleury-sur-Ouche, Gissey-sur-Ouche,  
Pont d’Ouche, La Repe, and Escommes

Explore the Ouche Valley, a highlight of the  
Burgundy Canal. The Savoir Vivre plies the waters  

between Fleury-sur-Ouche and Escommes, past limestone cliffs, wooded hills,  
and enchanting villages. Enjoy the best gourmet restaurants along this green and  
idyllic waterway. This barge holds up to 8 people. Daily excursions, meals, wines,  
and transfers from Dijon included. 

Burgundy River Cruise Adventure 

7 nights aboard the Daniele canal barge. Package prices from $2999 pp

Highlights: Dijon, France; Saint-Léger-sur-Dheune, Chagny, Chalon-sur-Saône,  
Saint-Jean-de-Losne, Petit Ouges

What better way to explore the charming villages and lush vineyards of Burgundy  
than by water? Our barge cruise puts you in the heart of some of France’s most  
lovely scenery and takes you into the wine cellars and old town centers that make  
this region great. Join us on this affordable barge experience. Most meals included, 
plus wine tastings, walking excursions, vineyard visits, and escorted outings.

Paris and Normandy on the Seine
7 nights at sea. Package prices from $3099 pp

Highlights: Paris, Les Andelys, Normandy Beaches, 
Rouen, Vernon, Conflans

Visit the villages and harbor towns made famous  
by artists’ paintings. Stroll through Rouen, the  
historic capital of Normandy, followed by an  

unforgettable excursion to the Normandy beaches. And of course, the marvels  
of Paris! All meals and excellent local wines included, plus daily escorted  
excursions, onboard activities and lectures, and full service.

DETAILS AND MANY MORE OPTIONS AVAILABLE AT WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES.

FRENCH CANAL & RIVER CRUISESVentures
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Immerse yourself in the storybook villages and scenic 
drives of this enticing cultural crossroads. 
Homebase: Bergheim, Saint Hippolyte, Ribeauvillé & nearby villages 
Explore: Strasbourg, Riquewihr, Colmar, the Route des Vins & more.

Alsace, FRANCE

I loved Alsace. You’d think each village would be similar, but each was different. 
They were all close together, so I visited a lot of places in one week. My cottage 
was just perfect. Beautiful view, relaxing… a homey abode. — K. Susman

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1019 pp for one week, $1699 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 

Add a week in Paris or Provence. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/ALSACE     

Paris

ITALY

FRANCE

Strasbourg
Nancy

Metz

Basel

Bergheim

Beblenheim

iRibeauvillé
Tours

Lyon
Limoges

Alsace

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

10

transfer

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND
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Paris, FRANCE

Become Parisian, with time to enjoy the city’s  
museums, parks, cafés, and culture. 
Homebase: Paris 
Explore: The Louvre, Left Bank, Musée d’Orsay, Eiffel Tower, Versailles & much more.

I loved the level of care and the things included in our trip. People were there  
to guide us, answer questions, and do a lot of the planning, booking the  
apartment, etc. The museum passes, metro tickets, maps, and materials were  
so helpful. — J. Lauber

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1749 pp for one week, $2859 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Provence, Alsace, Holland, or London. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PARIS

metro

KIDS STAY FREE IN PARIS & ALSACE!

11

transfer



SPEND CHRISTMAS OR  
NEW YEAR’S IN LONDON!

2222

Give London the time it deserves. Visit its museums,  
palaces, and tower. Relax in its pubs and parks. 
Homebase: London 
Explore: The British Museum, Westminster Abbey, Parliament, the Tate & so much more.

London, UK

We had a wonderful time in London. The Tube is an extremely easy way to get 
around. The information provided equipped us well to develop an itinerary and 
plan our week.— S. Corfman

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1479 pp for one week, $2259 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 

Add a week in Central Scotland, the Scottish Highlands, or Paris. Kids stay free. 

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/LONDON     

UNITED KINGDOM

London

Oxford

Brighton
English Channel

Cambridge

Canterbury

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

Bath

i

metro

BOOK UnCLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
IN LONDON. See page 38.

12

transfer



IRELAND

Kenmare

Shannon Kilkenny

Waterford

Cork

Kinsale

Killarney
Tralee

Dingle

Dublin

i

Ring of Kerry

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

2323

KIDS STAY FREE IN  
LONDON & IRELAND!

County Kerry, IRELAND

Discover the magic Ring of Kerry and the forests, 
stone circles, and castles of the southwest. 
Homebase: Kenmare 
Explore: Killarney National Park, Dingle, Beara, Kinsale, Muckross & more.

We had a fabulous 2 weeks! The people of Kenmare were so kind and helpful. We 
felt that we had good support from our host. We felt like Kenmare could be our 
home. — S. Gold

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $969 pp for one week, $1489 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
A private driver option is available if you prefer not to drive. Kids stay free. 

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/COUNTY-KERRY

13

transfer



WWW.UNTOURS.COM/UMBRIA2424

The mountainous landscape of the highlands is  
sublime, and its traditions and culture run deep. 
Homebase: Inverness and Ardersier 
Explore: Loch Ness, Isle of Skye, Malt Whisky Trail, Cairngorms Park, Glencoe & more.

Scottish Highlands,UK

The landscape was breathtaking, but the thing about Scotland that makes it such 
a magical place is its people! The owners of the apartment were simply amazing! 
The views from our apartment were second to none. — J. Gallimore

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $999 pp for one week, $1579 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  

Add a week in Central Scotland or London. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/SCOTTISH-HIGHLANDS     

14



Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh

Isle of Skye

Glasgow

Inverness

StirlingBridge of Allan
Dunblane

Oban

Glencoe

St. Andrews

i i
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Central Scotland, UK

Stay in the villages around Stirling and explore area 
castles, scenic countryside, and historic cities. 
Homebase: Stirlingshire 
Explore: Stirling Castle, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Oban, Callander, St. Andrews & more.

This was our 10th Untour and they all just get better. This Central Scotland trip was  
very well presented, with our apartment in a great location for visiting many areas of 
interest for us. The Untours concept of “living local” truly works well for us. — R. Tull

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1029 pp for one week, $1549 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 
Add a week in London or the Scottish Highlands. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/CENTRAL-SCOTLAND

KIDS STAY FREE IN SCOTLAND!

15

transfer

Ardersier



SWITZERLAND

Luzern

Bern

Lake Thun
Lake Brienz

Lake Luzern

Zürich

Brienz

Bernese Alps

Frutigen

SWISS 
HEARTLAND

Meiringen

SWISS OBERLAND
Sachseln

      p Eiger 
p Jungfrau

Kandersteg

Hasliberg
Lungern

Thun

i

Fribourg

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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Hike the trails and ride the rails in central Switzerland’s  
rugged mountains and lush valleys. 
Homebase: Meiringen, Lungern, Sachseln, Reuti & Hohfluh 
Explore: Luzern, Schilthorn, Jungfraujoch, Pilatus, Titlis, Bern & more.

Heartland, SWITZERLAND

We have traveled on our own in Switzerland many times, so our enthusiasm 
says a lot about how well Untours carries out its work. — J. Cressy

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1319 pp for one week, $1699 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  

Add a week in the Swiss Oberland, Alsace, or the German Rhine. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/HEARTLAND     

BOOK UnCLASSROOM ACTIVITIES  
IN SWISS HEARTLAND. See page 38.

16

transfer

Spiez
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Oberland, SWITZERLAND

Experience the Berner Oberland, with its dramatic  
Alpine peaks, scenic villages, and rich traditions.
Homebase: Frutigen, Kandersteg, and Spiez 
Explore: Thun, Bern, Mürren, Schilthorn, Jungfraujoch, Basel & more.

It was really nice having people available in another country to orient us without having 
to be with a big group. It is very personalized service, which we loved. — K. Culbertson

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1349 pp for one week, $1769 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in the Swiss Heartland, Alsace, or the German Rhine. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/OBERLAND

transfer

17

KIDS STAY FREE IN SWITZERLAND!
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Settle into the enchanting villages of the Middle Rhine, 
with gorgeous castles, riverboats, and vineyards. 
Homebase: Bacharach, St. Goar & Oberwesel 
Explore: Koblenz, Bingen, Mainz, Heidelberg, Cologne, Mosel Valley & more.

Rhine, GERMANY

The Rhine Valley was stunning and we loved Oberwesel for its great train  
connections and the charm of the village itself. We explored as far north  
as Cologne and as far west as Trier and easily could have filled another week  
with things we were interested in doing. — C. Zind

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $929 pp for one week, $1349 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in the Castle, Swiss Oberland, Swiss Heartland, or Holland. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/RHINE     

GERMANY

Munich

Frankfurt

Nuremberg

Ulm

Cologne
Aachen

Koblenz
St. Goar

Mosel
Bacharach

Heidelberg

Ansbach 

Oberwesel

The Rhine
Sommersdorf Castle

Castle

Rhine

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

18
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Castle, GERMANY

Stay in a beautiful 14th-century castle near the  
Romantic Road in Bavaria, with the Baron as your host. 
Homebase: Sommersdorf Castle 
Explore: Rothenburg, Dinkelsbühl, Nuremberg, Munich, Bamberg, Regensburg & more.

In all respects, this was one of the very best travel experiences we have ever had 
and we only wish that we had discovered Untours much earlier in our European 
trips. — R. Wisniewski

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $919 pp for one week, $1539 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in the German Rhine. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/CASTLE

19
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Enchanting Rhine

7 Nights. Prices from $2799 pp

Highlights: Amsterdam, Cologne, Rüdesheim, Heidelberg, Strasbourg, Breisach, 
and Basel

See Amsterdam, visit the majestic cathedral in Cologne, Heidelberg’s castle,  
medieval Strasbourg, and the Black Forest region. Daily excursions, full service, 
meals, and excellent local wines included.

Rhine Getaway
7 Nights. Prices from $1999 pp

Highlights: Amsterdam, Kinderdijk, Cologne, Koblenz, Rüdesheim, Heidelberg, 
Speyer, Strasbourg, Breisach, and Basel

Tour the castles and enchanting towns of Germany and experience the lush  
landscape of the Black Forest region. Explore Holland’s windmills and waterworks, 
encounter multicultural Strasbourg in France, and end in the lovely Swiss city of 
Basel. Meals, wine, and daily excursions included.

Danube Waltz
7 Nights. Prices from $1999 pp

Highlights: Passau, Linz, Krems, Vienna, Bratislava, and Budapest

Enjoy the sights of Austria, Germany, Hungary, and Slovakia from the water. Take in 
grand cities and quaint riverside villages. Enjoy the rich cultural heritage and history 
of the region as you explore abbeys, castles, and city centers. Meals and guided 
excursions included.

The Romantic Danube
7 Nights. Prices from $2899 pp

Highlights: Vilshofen, Passau, Linz, Weissenkirchen, Vienna, Bratislava, and Budapest

Framed by rolling hills, lush vineyards, and medieval castles, the Danube has in-
spired musicians, artists, and poets for centuries. Visit Europe’s largest pipe organ, 
savor Wachau Valley wines, and experience the beauty and history of Budapest and 

Vienna. Daily excursions, full service, meals, and excellent local wines included.

DETAILS AND MANY MORE OPTIONS AT WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES

RHINE & DANUBE RIVER CRUISESVentures



HOLLAND IS AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND!
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Leiden, HOLLAND

Settle into a lively, canal-laced university town, and 
explore Holland’s flower fields, cities, and countryside.
Homebase: Leiden 
Explore: Amsterdam, The Hague, Haarlem, Delft, Rotterdam, Utrecht & more.

We loved the Leiden experience. It is a town of flowers and canals. We loved  
the restaurants and bakeries along the canals, and it is such a perfect walking  
town. A wonderful vacation and wonderful apartment. — R. Barr

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1339 pp for one week, $1989 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Paris or the German Rhine. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/LEIDEN

North Sea

Amsterdam

Utrecht
Gouda

Haarlem

HOLLAND

Leiden

Rotterdam
The Hague

Delft

Leeuwarden

Den Bosch

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

transfer
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Croatia 
LOCAL LIVING CROATIA – SOUTHERN DALMATIA

6 nights. Package prices from $1799 pp

Highlights: Dubrovnik, Lovorno, boating trips, cooking class, wine & olive oil tasting

For Old World charm and medieval splendour, it’s hard to beat Croatia. Experience  
Croatia like a local, with full access to local wine and olive oil, a farm villa to 
reside in, and day trips to Dubrovnik and the Adriatic Sea, among other legendary 
locales. Explore Croatia's exotic beauty on a weeklong sojourn, where you can 
walk, bike, and sail all over Dubrovnik before retiring to your rustic villa home for 
the evening. Seize the opportunity to live the Croatian way and make memories 
that will last a lifetime.

Costa Rica
COSTA RICA FAMILY JOURNEY: FROM RAINFOREST TO COAST

8 nights. Package prices from $1999 pp

Highlights: San José, Monteverde, Rincón de la Vieja 
Volcano National Park, Playa Potrero

Blanketed in pristine rainforest, lined by golden sands, 
and brimming with curious-looking creatures, Costa 
Rica is the ultimate family playground. Explore inland 

jungles and volcanic wonders in every way possible: soaring on a zip line, riding 
on horseback, and hiking misty trails. Then head for the Gold Coast on the Pacific 
Ocean for some sun, surf, and adventures out at sea.

NATURAL HIGHLIGHTS OF COSTA RICA

8 nights. Package prices from $1699 pp

Highlights: San José, La Fortuna, Monteverde, Manuel Antonio National Park

Home to volcanoes, lush rainforests, beaches, and unique wildlife, Costa Rica is  
a celebrated pioneer in protecting natural heritage. Forge your own path through 
this gorgeous country over nine days of outstanding adventure. Trek across the foot 
of a volcano to photograph electric blue butterflies, visit a coffee co-op, and search 
for monkeys while hiking park trails. Get in touch with nature’s best in Costa Rica.

DETAILS AND MORE LAND PACKAGES WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES

BY LANDVentures
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Zell am See

Kuchl

      p Grossglockner

GERMANY
ViennaMunich

i

Hallstatt

Graz

Linz

AUSTRIA

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.
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Vienna, AUSTRIA

Experience the elegance of Vienna, with its regal  
palaces, lush gardens, deep history, and fine arts. 
Homebase: Vienna 
Explore: St. Stephen’s, Schoenbrunn Palace, Belvedere Palace, Kunst Haus & more.

Every year, we have the most fulfilling experience in Vienna. We concentrate on  
the music and cultural offerings, but seeing friends developed over repeat visits  
is equally important. We look forward to our “welcome back” greetings. — R. Reid

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $1269 pp for one week, $1639 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Budapest or Prague. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VIENNA

metro

SPEND CHRISTMAS OR  
NEW YEAR’S IN VIENNA!

transfer
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Tuscany, ITALY

KIDS STAY FREE IN BUDAPEST & PRAGUE!

Budapest, HUNGARY

Wander the enticing cobbled streets of old town  
Budapest and enjoy its architecture, spas, and markets. 
Homebase: Budapest 
Explore: Castle Hill, the Danube, Parliament, Chain Bridge, historic spas & more.

We loved the city of Budapest. The people were friendly, and the whole vibe of  
the city was friendly. It is a beautiful city and full of history that I had never paid 
much attention to. It was fun and a learning experience. — W. Leach

From $899 pp for one week, $1229 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome.  
Add a week in Prague or Vienna. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/BUDAPEST

PRAGUE + BUDAPEST + VIENNA = A GRAND ADVENTURE!

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES: metro transfer
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KIDS STAY FREE IN TUSCANY AND UMBRIA!

Umbria, ITALY

transferYOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

Immerse yourself in Prague’s old-world charm and 
discover its museums, gardens, and architecture.
Homebase: Prague 
Explore: Charles Bridge, Prague Castle, St. Vitus, the Jewish Quarter & more.

Prague, CZECH REPUBLIC

Prague is such a beautiful and safe place to visit. We were there two weeks and 
will go back again. Our stay in a lovely, friendly neighborhood made us feel at 
home as we visited with people who live there when we were in restaurants and 
local stores. — J. Hayek

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $929 pp for one week, $1409 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 

Add a week in Budapest or Prague. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/PRAGUE     

Prague

POLAND

CZECH REPUBLIC

Vienna

AUSTRIA

SLOVAKIA
Cesky Krumlov 

Brno

Ostrava Krakow

Bratislava

Gyor
Salzburg

Berlin

i

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

Budapest

HUNGARY

metro transfer
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Explore the ruins, mountains, and beaches of the  
Peloponnese and return each night to charming Nafplio. 
Homebase: Nafplio 
Explore: Corinth, Epidaurus, Mycenae, Mystra, Hydra Island, Athens & more.

Nafplio, GREECE

We’d go back in a heartbeat. We loved it. Excellent choice of towns. Such good 
food and terrific walks around the mountain. — K. Hostetler

YOUR UNTOUR INCLUDES:

From $869 pp for one week, $1279 pp for two weeks, double occ, larger parties welcome. 

Christmas and New Years dates available. Kids stay free.

WWW.UNTOURS.COM/NAFPLIO     

GREECE IS AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND.

GREECE

Athens

MystrasKalamata

Olympia
Nafplio

Corinth
Mycenae

Delphi

Epidaurus

Spetses
Hydra

Aegean Sea

Peloponnesian
Peninsula

Monemvasia

Untours hometown      Place of interest
View property maps and regions at untours.com.

BOOK UnCLASSROOM ACTIVITIES  
IN GREECE. See page 38.

20

transfer
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Enjoy the best of the Greek isles and coastline from the 
comfort of a megayacht. 
These intimate boats offer you unparalleled comfort and exclusive access to inner 
ports. Knowledgeable local staff, onboard guides, and excellent food and wine  
round out the experience.

Classical Greece
7 nights at sea. Package prices from $2890 pp 

Highlights: Kea, Delos, Mykonos, Santorini, Crete, Monemvasia, Nafplio, Hydra,  
and Athens

Explore the best of Greece, discovering its most beautiful and well-known coasts and 
most beloved islands with knowledgeable natives and unparalleled access. Delight in 
island tradition, enjoy coastal towns, and savor the local cuisines and gorgeous views.

Tale of 4 Countries
7 nights at sea. Package prices from $2400 pp

Highlights: Dubrovnik, Korcula, Bar, Montenegro, 
Corfu, Saranda, Kotor, and Montenegro

Discover the natural and historical treasures  
of the Ionians, visiting ports in Greece, Croatia,  
Albania, and Montenegro. Discover hidden  
coves with crystal blue waters, glimpse ancient 
archaeological sites, and enjoy the region’s rich 
cultural diversity and beauty.

DETAILS AND MANY MORE OPTIONS AVAILABLE AT WWW.UNTOURS.COM/VENTURES

GREEK SEA CRUISESVentures
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SEE WWW.UNTOURS.COM/UNCLASSROOM FOR MORE INFO.

Smart travel in Greece, Switzerland, London, and Florence

Let the world be your classroom. Learn about history, culture, and the arts from 
friendly local experts. 

Choose from a menu of activities that can be tailored to suit middle and high school 
students, curious adults, or both. Activities overlap with your Untour and all the  
freedom of discovery that includes. Activities are booked for you, not for a group.

Here are just some of the options we can offer to help feed your curious mind, 
connect you to the local culture, and build an experience of a lifetime. 

Experiential Travel & Learning

Switzerland
• A visit to a Swiss Army mountain bunker

• A visit to an alpine cheesemaker followed by a mountain rail trip, picnic, and hike

• A climbing lesson with a local expert

• A visit to a woodworking school

Florence
• Renaissance history, art, and architecture walking tour

• A Michelangelo and the Medici talk & Uffizi tour

• Slow food and cooking: Making pasta, pizza, or gelato in a local kitchen

• A visit to Fiesole, and a lesson about the Etruscans and ancient Romans

London
• Guided tours by theme in the British Museum

• Royal history & landmarks, a guided tour

• World War II: The Imperial War Museum and Churchill War Rooms

• Greenwich tour: The Cutty Sark, the Prime Meridian, and the Royal Observatory

Greece
• A visit to Epidaurus, the amphitheater, and a talk on the birth of medicine

• A guided tour of the ruins at Corinth

• A market tour and cooking class or pastry making class

• A tour of Mycenae: Myths of the ancient world

Classroom
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Fresh from the market! Visit vineyards for memorable wine tastings, and  
meet the makers. Tour markets and learn about local and seasonal specialties. Join  
a cooking class. Eat local and connect with the community that produces the food 
and wine you savor.

Barcelona, September 9
Shop at the market and learn to cook traditional  
specialties with a Barcelona grandmother.

Tour a Catalonian vineyard and taste local wines.

Take a fun lesson in preparing authentic paella.

Andalusia, September 23
Visit a winery in Montilla, then enjoy lunch and tour  
an olive oil mill.

Join a cooking class with a respected local chef in  
a favorite local restaurant.

Visit a goat cheese factory.

Provence, October 7
Visit three local vineyards for tastings and meet the makers.

Tour a local village market with a chef, then join her in  
the kitchen to cook lunch.

Taste your way through the streets and markets of  
Avignon.

Tuscany, October 14
Hunt truffles in the hills of Tuscany.

Join a cooking class to learn traditional Tuscan dishes.

Sip and savor local wine on a tour of the regional  
vineyards.

New: Truffle Week, October 21

WINE & FOOD

KIDS STAY FREE ON ALL UNTOURS:

We’ve expanded our family travel plan to cover all Untours for 2020! Please note 
that kids stay free only with two paying adults. (In Switzerland, those adults must  
be parents.) Not all apartments and dates qualify. Other restrictions apply. See 
www.untours.com/kids for details.  
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Untours Prices
“From prices” listed on destination pages are based on double occupancy and are 

subject to date and capacity limitations.

For a complete price list, visit our website or call us at 1.888.868.6871.

UNTOURS PRICES INCLUDE
• One or two weeks in one or more properties that suit your tastes and needs.

• Ground transportation. See country pages for more details. Rental cars have 
standard transmission; supplements apply for additional options.

• Support services before you go and after you arrive that include helpful advice 
and literature to use in your planning.

UPON YOUR ARRIVAL, OUR ENGLISH-SPEAKING STAFF WILL
• Assist you in your transfer to your Untours destination (standard arrival dates  

and times only—exclusions apply).

• Hold an orientation where you can learn all you need to know for your best  
possible Untours experience.

• Host a special group event, such as a dinner party or a visit to a mountain  
cheesemaker.

• Remain available by telephone throughout your stay for any assistance you  
might need.

OTHER IMPORTANT DETAILS
• Extra charges and some restrictions apply to additional guests.

• Based on airline schedules, hotel overnights may be necessary and can be  
arranged for you by Untours. The cost of these nights is not included in our  
listed prices.

• Luggage service is not provided.

• Towels and linens are included, but daily linen change and maid service are not.

• Apartments are clean, convenient, and more like a European home than a hotel. 
Air conditioning is not always available.

• We can assist with your flight arrangements through our partner, Auto Europe. 
Please inquire for details.

• Departures from North America to Europe are generally on Tuesdays, and arrivals 
are on Wednesdays. We can assist with your flights, even if you prefer to fly on 
different days. While it is possible to fly on different dates, occupancy for all 
Untours apartments is always Wednesday to Wednesday, except in Ireland, where 
Untours run Saturday to Saturday.

KIDS PRICING
Kids stay free in all of our Untours. Kids must be under 16 at time of travel to qualify 
and must be accompanied by two paying adults. In Switzerland, those adults must be 
parents to qualify due to Swiss Rail rules; other discounts apply to those who do not 
qualify. See www.untours.com/kids for details, terms, and other restrictions.
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Untours Terms and Conditions
UNTOURS PAYMENT
Deposit: $400 per person for each single-week Untour, two-week Untour or Sampler.  

Final Payment: Remaining balance is due 70 days before departure. Changes within 45 days of 
departure may be subject to fees. All payments must be made by credit card, check, or money order 
in U.S. dollars. Foreign checks or money orders drawn on banks that do not have a U.S. branch are 
subject to a $15 per-check surcharge. For Untourists residing outside the U.S., a postage surcharge 
of $15 will apply.

UNTOURS CANCELLATION POLICY
If Untours is notified of cancellation more than 70 days prior to arrival in the first apartment, the  
following will be forfeited: $250 of each of your $400 deposits.
 
If Untours is notified of cancellation 35–70 days prior to arrival in the first apartment, the  
following will be forfeited: $250 of each of your $400 deposits; cancellation fees for any flight  
tickets, transportation passes, or rail tickets purchased for you by Untours; and 25% of the 
Ground-Only Untour fee, including any apartment supplements. If you cancel 35–70 days prior  
to arrival in the first apartment, but have not paid in full, Untours will keep your deposit until  
payment is made as described above.
 
If Untours is notified of cancellation 3–34 days prior to arrival, the following will be forfeited: $250  
of each of your $400 deposits; cancellation fees for any flight tickets, transportation passes, or 
rail tickets purchased for you by Untours; and 50% of the Ground-Only Untours fee, including any 
apartment supplements. If you cancel 3–34 days prior to arrival in the first apartment, but have not 
paid in full, Untours will keep your deposit until payment is made as described above.
 
If Untours is notified of cancellation 2 days or less prior to arrival, all trip costs are nonrefundable.
 
We highly recommend the purchase of trip-cancellation insurance.

UNCLASSROOM
Separate terms apply. See www.untours.com/terms for details.

RESPONSIBILITY
This brochure is issued at the sole responsibility of the tour operator, Untours/Idyll, Ltd. It is not 
issued on behalf of the airlines mentioned herein or any airlines whose services are used in the 
course of the tour, and it and does not commit said airlines; Untours acts only as agent and  
adviser for participants and can assume no liability for injury, damage or loss, accident, delay,  
or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of defect or through the acts of defaults of  
any company or person engaged in carrying out the arrangements of its program. Services,  
including, but not limited to, carriage by air, land, or lakes, accommodations, travel programs,  
hobby programs, and courses are furnished by contractors independent of Untours. Airlines are 
not to be held responsible for any act, omission, or event during the time passengers are not on 
board their planes or conveyances. Payment of deposit and final balance on the cost of travel 
arrangements described in this catalog or any other material of any sort mentioning this  
publication or its content signifies the acceptance on the part of the purchaser and/or passenger 
of the limitation of the responsibility of the airlines used to the terms and conditions set forth on 
the airline website or in the jacket of the passage contract (air ticket) issued by the IATA carrier 
and/or the agents in connection with the land and/or surface travel arrangements described in  
the catalog. Valid: September 1, 2019–December 31, 2020.

OTHER TERMS
Contracts for and availability of European accommodations may occasionally be changed or 
withdrawn for reasons beyond the control or redress of Untours, requiring relocation to equivalent 
facilities. All pricing is subject to change. Untours reserves the right to correct pricing errors at any 
time or to increase pricing due to currency fluctuations. California law requires certain sellers of 
travel to have a trust account or bond. Untours has a trust account: CST 2096331-40. We have 
made every effort to print accurate information. We reserve the right to correct errors.

UNTOURS IS PROUD TO WORK WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND AGENCIES:

VENTURES TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Ventures trips are operated independently and are subject to the terms and conditions of our 
various travel partners, as listed on our website. Please see www.untours.com/terms for details.

TO BOOK, CALL 1.888.868.6871 OR VISIT WWW.UNTOURS.COM     
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Untours Dates in 2020
Untours begin on the dates indicated below. For flight-planning purposes, please remember 
that North American departures are typically on a Tuesday for European Untours.

• The dates in this table are for occupancy in Untours’ accommodations only. Pre- and  
post-Untour travel dates can be arranged. Call us for more information.

• The last noted arrival date in each season is available for one-week Untours and Samplers only.

• Off-season Untours operate with limited support services.

 Austria/Vienna:  Arrive every Wednesday from May 6 – July 15,  
September 2 – October 14 and December 14 – January 28

 Czech Republic/Prague:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 29– July 1 and  
August 19 – September 30

 France/Alsace:  Arrive every Wednesday from May 6– July 1 and  
August 26 – September 30

 France/Paris:  Arrive every Wednesday from March 11 – October 28

 France/Provence:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 1 – June 24 and  
August 26 – October 14

 Germany/German Castle:  Every Wednesday May 6–September 30

 Germany/Rhine:  Arrive every Wednesday from May 6 – October 7

 Greece/Nafplio:  Arrive every Wednesday from January 1 – December 2  
and December 14 – January 28

 Holland/Leiden:  Arrive every Wednesday from March 25 – October 7,  
off season from January 1 – March 18,

  October 14 – December 2 and December 14 – January 4

 Ireland/County Kerry:   Arrive every Saturday from April 4– October 24

 Italy/Amalfi Coast:  Arrive every Wednesday from March 25 – June 24 and  
August 19 –October 21

 Italy/Florence:  Arrive every Wednesday from March 25–June 24 and  
August 19–October 21

 Italy/Rome:  Arrive every Wednesday from March 18–June 24 and  
August 19–October 21

 Italy/Tuscany:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 8 – October 14

 Italy/Umbria:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 29 –June 17 and 
September 9 –October 7

 Italy/Venice:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 1 – June 24 and 
August 19 – October 14

 Portugal/Porto: Arrive every Wednesday from March 25 –  October 28

 Portugal/Sintra: Arrive every Wednesday from March 18 –  November 4

 Spain/Andalusia:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 8 – June 24 and  
September 9 –October 14

 Spain/Barcelona:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 1 – July 8 and  
August 19 –October 14

 Spain/Cordoba:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 1– July 1 and  
September 2 –October 21

 Switzerland/Heartland:  Arrive every Wednesday from May 6 – September 30

 Switzerland/Oberland:  Arrive every Wednesday from May 20 – September 30

 UK/London:  Arrive every Wednesday from March 18 – October 21  
and December 14 – January 28

 UK/Central Scotland:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 15 – October 14

 UK/Scottish Highlands:  Arrive every Wednesday from April 22 – October 7
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Christmas in Europe

FALL

Photo credits

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? JOIN THE FUN!
Sign up: www.untours.com/eurozine (monthly newsletter and deals alerts)

Read up:  www.untours.com/blog (our blog)

Share: #untours @untours                               Follow:                                            

Apartment photos
1   Sirijuelas (Andalusia)

2   Bruc Balcon (Barcelona)

3   Reserve (Porto)

4   Pardal (Sintra)

5   Angela (Tuscany)

6   Alessandra (Umbria)

7   Torre (Florence)

8   Corona (Rome)

9   Jade (Amalfi Coast)

10  Orange Blossom (Alsace) 

11  Sentier 1 (Paris)

12  Stanford (London)

13  Bay View (Ireland)

14  Crown View (Scottish Highlands)

15  Garden View (Central Scotland)

16  Panorama (Swiss Heartland)

17  Bluemli (Swiss Oberland)

18  Wolters (Rhine)

19  Carola (Castle)

20  Andreas (Nafplio)

Front cover lead photo courtesy of the Ninivagi family

Page 2 courtesy of AmaWaterways

Page 4 lead photo by Frances Schwabenland  
(worlddocumentaryphotographer.com); bottom photo  
courtesy of the NOMI network

Page 8 lead photo courtesy of Untourists Gail & Wynn Rickey

Page 9 photos courtesy of AmaWaterways

Page 17 bottom photo courtesy of Untourists the Williams

Page 19 lead photos courtesy of AmaWaterways, other photos 
courtesy of Barge Lady Cruises / Savoir Vivre

Page 23 bottom photo courtesy of Untourist D. Wisham

Page 24 bottom photo courtesy of Untourist K. Munoz

Page 27 photo courtesy of Swiss Tourism:  
swiss-image.ch/Nicole Schafer

Page 30 photo courtesy of AmaWaterways

Page 31 bottom photo courtesy of Untourists the Blahniks

Page 34 bottom photo courtesy of Untourists J. Thompson  
& D. Belenski

Page 37 photos courtesy of Variety Cruises

Page 38 photos courtesy Swiss Tourism: middle:  
swiss-image.ch/Ivo Scholz, right: swiss-image.ch/Giglio Pasqua

All other photos are by Untours staff, apartment owners, or 
sources from Pixabay

Spend Christmas or New Years with us!

Vienna • London • Holland • Greece

December 14, 21, and 28, 2020

(And we still have openings for 2019!)

See www.untours.com/christmasineurope
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